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The UK government published
on 16 August a summary of the
responses to the consultation
on the taxation of remote
gambling at place of consump-
tion, an amendment that will
add approximately £300m per
year to tax revenues, states the
announcement by HM
Treasury, with gaming opera-
tors taxed at a rate of 15% on
profits from UK customers.

The changes due to come into
force on 1 December 2014 are
aimed at providing greater
consumer protection and
creating ‘a level playing field
across the industry’, however
many still question the motives.
“Many still believe that the
Government's concerns about
greater consumer protection
are without foundation and
that the ‘level playing field’
argument is merely a device to
counter the allegation that the
main motivation for change is
increased tax revenues,” said

David Clifton, Director at
Clifton Davies Consultancy Ltd.
“We have not had a shred of
evidence to point to any actual
consumer harm to justify the
abandonment of a liberalised
free-movement regime,” adds
Jason Chess, Partner at Wiggin.

A major focus of respondents
to the consultation was the
definition of a ‘UK customer’.
“The consultation proposed
that operators be required to
take ‘reasonable steps’ to deter-
mine the location of their
customers, prompting concerns
as to what would be reasonable,
and that it would be difficult
and costly to determine a
customer's physical location at
any one time,”explains Clifton.
“Taking into account the view
expressed by the majority, the
Government concluded that
the definition of ‘UK customer’
will be based on where he or she
usually lives. HMRC will be
publishing guidance on deter-

mining where a customer
usually lives in advance of
December 2014. This is likely to
include requirements for self-
verification, and the use of geo-
location technology and the
verification of a customer’s
registered payment address.”

Another major concern
voiced during the consultation
involves the need for a robust
enforcement regime to combat
non-compliance, to which the
Government responded with a
series of proposals. “Insofar as
the necessity for enforcement
measures is concerned, unless
this is adequately addressed
from both a tax and regulatory
perspective (we still wait to
hear whether the Gambling
Commission is to be given
greater enforcement powers),
fears will remain that one
unintended consequence of the
reforms will be a substantial
increase in black market
gambling,” adds Clifton.

Hans Ljungkvist, Chairman of
Svensk Travsport, which owns
the Swedish Horse Racing
Totalisator Board (ATG), stated
on 21 July in an interview with
Sveriges Radio AB that ATG is
seriously considering setting up
i-gaming operations offshore to
offer gambling services to the
Swedish market, despite its
current monopoly on horse
race betting in Sweden.

“ATG has been very dissatis-
fied with the competition from
non-Swedish online gaming
operators,” explains Peter
Sederowsky, Of Counsel at

Setterwalls.“The main reason is
that the tax burden on ATG has
been severely higher than the
burden Maltese or Gibraltar-
licensed operators face.”

ATG’s criticism has drawn
attention to the delay in the
government’s plans to reform
the legal framework for
gambling, on hold while a
governmental study into online
gambling is completed.

“I think everyone agrees there
is a need for a larger structural
solution,” said Sederowsky. “I
believe the government is quite
relaxed and is awaiting

outcomes in other jurisdictions
before taking steps on its own.”

ATG has also experienced
problems with the use of
automated betting bots to place
wagers; it banned these devices
on 15 May, but, explains
Sederowsky, their use continues:
“ATG is trying to put out fires
with gasoline right now and has
in August barred certain bets
from the entire country of
Finland. This is an effort to stop
the bleeding while pinpointing
the actual culprits out there.
This will of course further
decrease the revenue of ATG.”

Enforcement major concern
in UK’s PoC consultation

Greece completed the sale of a
controlling 33% stake in
gambling company OPAP on
12 August, a move that could
see the European Commission
progress with concerns regard-
ing the incompatibility of
Greece’s online gambling
monopoly with EU law.

“The mere sale of OPAP’s
shares does not at all change the
status-quo in Greece,” said Dr.
Arthur Stadler,Attorney-at-Law
at Brandl & Talos law firm. “In
particular, it does not change
the incompatibility of OPAP's
online gambling monopoly
with EU laws. Backed by the
CJEU rulings on the Greek
situation and with no signifi-
cant amendments to Greece’s
legal landscape, we expect that
the EC – more than ever – will
fiercely proceed against Greece.”

The validity of a blacklist of
online gambling sites published
by Greece’s Commission for
the Supervision and Control of
Games in July has been called
into question despite the notifi-
cation of draft amendments to
the EC. “Without significant
amendments to the Greek legal
landscape,” concludes Stadler,
“it is evident that Greek
gambling legislation is not
compatible with the settled case
law of the CJEU.”

OPAP sale may
spur EC to act
against Greece
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